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Abstract— Noise performance of the switched emit-
ter follower (SEF) track and hold (TH) amplifier is
analyzed. Simulations based on a commercial avail-
able 130 nm SiGe HBT process technology are im-
plemented with the SpectreRF circuit simulator. It
is shown that both the thermal noise and shot noise
contribute to the TH amplifier (THA) at ultra high
frequency. Simulations also locate the major noise
contributor in the SEF THA. Approximate expres-
sions for the output noise of the major noise con-
tributor of the THA are derived and the numerical
experiment of the output noise is presented.
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1 Introduction

The fiber optic equalizer is an important element for op-
tic fiber data communication systems, Fig.1 that is taken
from [1] illustrates a system block diagram of a fiber op-
tic equalizer. The high-speed analog-to-digital convert-
ers(ADCs) is the heart of the optic equalizer[1]. The
THA is a crucial building block in ADCs since it makes a
great impact on the dynamic performance of ADCs. To
achieve high speed operation, the open loop architecture
switched emitter follower is chosen for THA[1]. Noise is
one of the important factors that limit the dynamic range
of THA. As a result, it reduces the achievable resolution
of the circuit. Therefore it is necessary to minimize this
effect in order to improve the circuit performance. Theo-
retical noise analysis and numerical examples for switched
capacitor amplifier circuits are present in [2]. To the best
of our knowledge, noise analysis in SiGe HBT SEF THA
has not been reported in the literature.

In this paper, we analyze the noise of major noise con-
tributor in the hold mode of THA with the SEF con-
figuration. Simulation and analysis show that, at ultra
high frequency, both the thermal noise and shot noise
contribute to the output noise, the flicker noise can be
ignored. Section 2 describes the noise in a SEF THA for
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Figure 1: System block diagram of a fiber optic equalizer.

ultra high speed application. In section 3, noise model of
bipolar junction transistor is presented. The major noise
contributor in hold mode is given in section 4. Section 5
and section 6 show the numerical examples and the simu-
lation results respectively and then follows by conclusion.

2 Noise in A SEF THA

Consider a SEF THA shown in Fig.5 in [1], which is a dif-
ferential emitter follower THA illustrated in Fig.2. This
common switched emitter follower architecture [1] [3] is
suitable for ultra high speed application, it has a good iso-
lation between the input and output signal in hold mode.
However, the spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) dy-
namic performance of this circuit is low, for instance, the
maximum SFDR value shown in [1] is less than 39 dB
with the input frequency from 1GHz to 19GHz, which in-
dicates the effective number of bit (ENOB) of the circuit
is less 6.5. This limits its application in high resolution
(ENOB > 8) ultra high speed data processing. An ef-
fective approach to improve the dynamic performance of
the SEF THA is decreasing the noise magnitude of the
major noise contributor among the THA.

As shown in Fig.6 in section 6, performing the noise sim-
ulation on the SEF THA (Fig.5 of [1]) denotes that the
noise contribution from hold mode is much larger than
that from track mode. It also shows in Fig.7 that the
major noise contributor in hold mode is the HBT Q21

(Q2 in Fig.5 of [1]). Therefore It is crucial to investigate
the noise behavior of the transistor Q21 in order to reduce
the noise effects to the THA.



Figure 2: A SEF THA shown in Fig.5

3 Noise Model of Bipolar Junction Tran-

sistor

The derivation of noise parameter equations is based on
a complete SiGe BiCMOS equivalent circuit model [4],
where we lumped the resistive elements of the base, emit-
ter and collector respectively. These lumped base resis-
tance contribute noise to the transistor. Fig. 3 shows a
complete noise equivalent circuit for the bipolar junction
transistor, where rb, rc and re are the lumped resistance
of the base, emitter and collector respectively. rπ is the
dynamic emitter resistance, rπ = β

gm
, β is the small signal

current gain of the transistor. rµ is collector base resis-
tance. Cπ is the dynamic emitter capacitance, it contains
the base-charging capacitance Cb and the emitter-base
depletion layer capacitance Cje, Cπ = Cb+Cje. Cµ is the
collector base transition capacitance plus diffusion capac-
itance due to base width modulation. Note that r0 does
not contribute noise since it is not a physical resistor. v2

rb,

v2
rc and v2

re are the thermal noise voltage power spectral
densities due to the base, collector and emitter resistance
respectively. i2b and i2c represent the base and collector
shot noise current power spectral density respectively. In
ultra high speed operation, The flicker noise of the base
can be ignored. The shot noise power spectral densities
of the base and collector can be denoted as equation (1)
and equation (2) respectively.

i2b = 2qIB∆f (1)

i2c = 2qIC∆f (2)

The collector and base shot noise are partially correlated,
the cross-power spectral density between the base and
collector shot noise can be formulated as equation (3) [5].

< i∗b ic >= 2qIC [exp(−jωτn) − 1]∆f, (3)
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Figure 3: Complete noise model of SiGe bipolar transistor

where q is the positive electron charge, ∆f is the band-
width in hertz over which the noise is measured. IB and
IC are the DC base and collector currents respectively,
ω is the angular frequency and τn is the noise transi-
tion time, which models the time delay between the base
and collector shot noise currents. The correlation term
exp(−jωτn) − 1 becomes significant when the frequency
approaching fT [6]. The noise power spectral densities
for the resistances rb, rc and re are described as equation
(4),equation (5) and equation (6) respectively.

v2
rb = 4KBTrb∆f, (4)

v2
rc = 4KBTrc∆f, (5)

v2
re = 4KBTre∆f, (6)

where KB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the Kelvin
absolute temperature. Unlike the shot noise, these ther-
mal noise sources are assumed to be uncorrelated. We
also assume v2

rb = 4KBTrb∆f without introducing signif-
icant errors, since rb is not completely a resistive compo-



nent, the power spectral density of the base is not strictly
given by (4).

4 Major Noise Contributor in Hold

Mode

The major noise contributor in hold mode is Q21 (Q2 in
Fig.5 of [1]), The small signal equivalent circuit of Q21

is illustrated in Fig.4. In term of the complete noise
mode shown in Fig.3, To figure out which noise source
in Q21 contributes more noise, First,by applying KCL at
the nodes A, B and C, the following equations (7), (8)
and (9)are obtained respectively.

ib +
Vπ

rπ

+ sCπVπ + gmVπ +
(VXB − VXA)

r0

+ ic − IOM = 0 (7)

−gmVπ−

(VXB − VXA)

r0

−ic+ICM+sCµ(VXC−VXB)+
VXC − VXB

Rµ

= 0

(8)

− ib −
Vπ

rπ

− sCπVπ − sCµ(VXC −VXB)− VXC − VXB

Rµ

+ IBM = 0

(9)

It follows that four additional equations (10), (11), (12)
and (13) are formulated by applying KVL.

Vπ = VXC − VXA (10)

VA − VXC = Vrb + IBMrb (11)

VXA − Vout = Vre + IOMre (12)

VC − VXB = Vrc + ICMrc (13)

Solving these seven equations (7)-(13) yields the noise
transfer function to the output, which is formulated in
equation (14).

To simplify the analysis, H1, H2 and H3 in equation (14)
are neglected and thus yields the following equation (15).

Due to the three uncorrelated continuous-time noise
sources Vre, Vrb and Vra, and the two partial correlated
noise source ib and ic, the spectral noise density at track
mode output is formulated as equation (16). As shown
in equation (16), there is little noise at low frequency but
huge noise at ultra high frequency.

The total output noise is given by equation (17). It can
be seen that the total noise depends on the thermal noise,
shot noise ,parasitic capacitance and parasitic resistance.
If we assume Rµ, re, rb, rπ, r0, gm, q, IB and IC are
constant, then α, β and γ is constant. Since

ω0Q ∝ {Cπ, Cµ},

ω1Q1 ∝ {
1

Cπ

,
1

Cµ

},

ω0Q

ω1Q1
→ constant.

Equation (17) can be denoted as equation (18), which in-
dicates that in this case the total noise depends on the
parasitic resistance and base current, transistor Q21 al-
ways contribute noise.

∫

∞

0

V 2
outn(f)

∆f
df ∝ {ri, Ij} (i = e, b, π; j = B, C) (18)

5 Numerical Examples

This section shows the effect of the parasitic resistance
on the noise performance of the major noise contributor
through numerical example.

In hold mode of SEF THA shown in Fig.5 of [1], for sim-
plicity, we choose rπ = re = rb = r0 = r, IB = IC = I,
Rµ = 0. Equation (17) is denoted by equation (19), which
indicates that the total noise of the output depends on
both the thermal noise and shot noise. By choosing q = 1,
gm = 100 and knowing that KbT = 4.14 × 10−21J , the
equation (19) is further simplified as equation (20), this
can be illustrated in Fig.5, which indicates both ther-
mal noise and shot noise contributes to the total output
noise. Therefore, in order to reduce the noise effect of
SEF THA, decreasing the output noise of the major noise
contributor Q21 is an effective solution. One approach is
decreasing the magnitude of noise source o the transistor
Q21 by adjusting the device geometric size.

∫

∞

0

V 2
gn(f)

∆f
df =

2KBTr(16KBTr − 8
√

2KBTqrI +
8q

gm

)

2KBTr + gmqI
(19)

∫

∞

0

V 2
gn(f)

∆f
df =

5.48 × 10−19r2 − 6.02 × 10−9
√

rI + 8 × 10−2

8.28r + I × 1023

(20)

Figure 5: Output noise vs parasitic resistance(r) and base
current(I)
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Figure 4: Simplified small signal equivalent circuit of major noise contributor

Vout =
1

s2F + sG + H4

[−s2(K1Vre + L1Vrb + H1) − s(K2Vre + L2Vrb + M1ib + N1ic + H2)

− (K3Vre + L3Vrb + M2ib + N2ic + H3)]

(14)

Where
K1 = r0CµRµCπrπ,

K2 = (r0CµRµgmrπ + Cπrπr0 + CµRµrπ + RµCπrπ + r0CµRµ),

K3 = (gmrπr0 + rπ + r0 + Rµ),

L1 = r0CπrπCµRµ,

L2 = (Cµr0Rµ + Cπrπr0 + RµCπrπ + rπCµRµ + r0gmrπCµRµ),

L3 = (gmrπr0 + r0 + Rµ + rπ),

M1 = −r0CµRµrπ,

M2 = −(Rµrπ + rπr0),

N1 = −r0RµrπCµ,

N2 = −rπr0,

H1 = r0CµRµCπrπIOMre + r0CπrπCµRµ + r0CπrπCµRµIBMrb − r0CπrπCµRµVa,

H2 = +r0CµRµIOMrπ + Cµr0RµIBMrb + Cπrπr0IBMrb + RµCπrπIOMre + CµRµrπIOMre

+ r0CµRµIOM re + r0CµRµgmrπIOMre − Cµr0RµVa − Cπrπr0Va − RµCπrπVa − rπCµRµVa

+ RµCπrπIBMrb + rπCµRµIBMrb − r0gmrπCµRµVa + r0gmrπCµRµIBMrb + Cπrπr0IOMre,

H3 = −RµVa + IBMrπRµ + gmrπr0IOMre − gmrπr0Va + IOMrπr0 + r0IBMrb + RµIBMrb

+ rπIBMrb + gmrπr0IBMrb − r0Va − rπVa + rπIOM re + r0IOMre + RµIOMre,

H4 = rπ + r0 + gmrπr0 + Rµ,

F = r0CπrπCµRµ,

G = Cµr0Rµ + RµCπrπ + Cπrπr0 + rπCµRµ + r0gmrπCµRµ.

Vout =
1

s2F + sG + H4

[−s2(K1Vre + L1Vrb) − s(K2Vre + L2Vrb + M1ib + N1ic)

− (K3Vre + L3Vrb + M2ib + N2ic)]

=
−(K3Vre + L3Vrb + M2ib + N2ic)

H4
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(15)

Where

ω0 =
H4

F
, ω0Q =

H4

G
, ω1 =

K3Vre + L3Vrb + M2ib + N2ic

K1Vre + L1Vrb

, ω1Q1 =
K3Vre + L3Vrb + M2ib + N2ic

K2Vre + L2Vrb + M1ib + N1ic
.

Where
α = (K2

3re + L2

3rb + 2K3L3

√
rerb), β = (2K3M2

√

reIB + 2K3N2

√

reIc + 2L3M2

√

rbIB + 2L3N2

√

rbIc),

γ = (M2

2 IB + N2

2 IC + 2M2N2

√

IBIC).
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[4KBTα + 2
√

2KBTqβ + 2qγ] (16)

∫

∞

0

V 2
out(f)

∆f
df =

4KBTα + 2
√

2KBTqβ + 2qγ

H2

4
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2

df ≈ 4KBTα + 2
√

2KBTqβ + 2qγ

H2

4

ω0Q

ω1Q1

(17)

6 Simulation Results

Traditional circuit simulators such as HSPICE or SWIT-
CAP have limitations in noise analysis by using a
transistor-level description for the switched circuit. Spec-
treRF circuit simulator is capable of performing small
signal analyses such as AC and noise about a periodic
operating point and so can directly measure the transfer
and noise characteristics of the switched circuit using a
transistor-level description.

In our simulations, a commercial available 130 nm SiGe
HBT process technology is used, the input source fre-
quency is set as 16GHz, the clock source CLKP is set
as 40GHz, CLKN is the complementary clock signal of
CLKP . The beat period is calculated from the recip-
rocal of the beat frequency from the fundamental tones.
Running the Periodic Steady State analysis (PSS) and
Periodic Noise analysis (PNoise) in SpectreRF simulator
for the SEF THA shown in Fig.5 in [1] produces the total
needed information for noise analysis. The noise figure in
track mode and hold mode of the SEF THA is shown in
Fig.6, which illustrates that hold mode contributes more
noise to THA than track mode does. Thus it is important
to investigate the noise behavior in hold mode to improve
the dynamic noise performance.

Figure 6: The noise figure in track mode and hold mode
of SEF THA

It is valuable to know the main contributors of noise in
the hold mode of SEF THA, Fig.7 illustrates the top 5
noise contributed instances from THA.

It can be seen from the noise summary in Fig.7 that ex-
cept the introduced testing port4 the instance Q21 (Q2

of Fig.5 in [1]) contributes more output noise than other
instances. This can also be shown from the seperate in-
stance noise in Fig.8.

Figure 7: Noise summary

Figure 8: Noise contribution from the instances

The total output noise of the SEF THA is illustrated
in Fig.9, the variation trend is similar to the numerical
analysis results shown in Fig.5.

It is obvious that Q21 is the major noise contributor in the
hold mode of THA. To improve the noise performance of
the THA, reducing the output noise of Q21 is an effective
solution. An effective approach to decrease the magni-
tude of noise source Q21 is adjusting the geometric size
of this transistor. This can be justified by doing the noise
simulation with only reducing the width of Q21 and its
corresponding differential device to be a half . Figure.10
shows the noise contributed by the instance Q21 with the
half size of the width. Compare with Figure.8, it shows
that the magnitude of noise source Q21 becomes smaller
as its size decreases. Figure.11 illustrates the total out-



Figure 9: Total output noise of the SEF THA

put noise for the case simulating with the smaller size of
Q21. Compare with Figure.9, it demonstrates that the
the total output noise drops down when the geometric
size of the major noise contributor reduces.

Figure 10: Noise contribution from the instances with the
width of Q21 reducing by half

Figure 11: Total output noise of the SEF THA with the
width of Q21 reducing by half

7 Conclusions

The noise analysis for the SEF configuration THA is pre-
sented. Simulation based on SpectreRF locates the major
noise contributor to THA. Approximate expression of the
output noise is given and shows that the dominant noise
is thermal noise and shot noise. Theoretical noise analy-
sis and numerical analysis for the major noise contributor
of SEF THA show that at ultra high frequency the noise

contribution by both thermal noise and shot noise is sig-
nificant.
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